EQS Sedan Technical Data

[1][2]

Mercedes-AMG EQS 53 4MATIC

Engine and performance
Motor

Dual E-motor

Rated output (kW [hp] at rpm)

484[658]/6886-4822

Rated torque (Nm at rpm)

950/6937-4858

Acceleration 0-100km/h (s)

3.8

Fuel and emissions
Fuel type

Full electric drive

Battery type

Lithium-ion

Battery capacity (kWh)

107.8

Charging plug standard

Type 2 CCS (CCS2)

Maximum charging speed (kW)

AC 11kW (std) 22kW (opt) / DC 200kW

Energy consumption (kWh/100km)2

23.0

CO2 emissions, combined (g/km)

0

Maximum range (km)2

587

Cd value

0.23

Powertrain and transmission
Drive system

All-wheel drive

Transmissions

Single speed, direct drive

The 484 kW dual e-motor features direct drive to the wheels delivering incredibly smooth and quiet acceleration

Suspension and steering
Front suspension
Rear suspension

Four-link axle, Air suspension with adaptive, electronically
controlled adjustable damping.
Multi-link axle, Air suspension with adaptive, electronically
controlled adjustable damping.

Front tyres/wheels

275/40 R21

Rear tyres/wheels

275/40 R21

Front brakes

Discs, internally ventilated

Rear brakes

Discs, internally ventilated

Quantities, dimensions & weights
Boot capacity (VDA) (L)
Turning circle (m)

580
11.5

Kerb weight (kg)

2721

Perm. GVM (kg)

4050

Maximum roof load (kg)

100

[1] The information contained in this document is indicative only and correct at the time of publishing, June 2022 and may have changed since. Model lines, specifications,
features and equipment levels are subject to change without notice.
[2] Figures stated (including declared fuel consumption and emission figures) are determined by testing under track and/or standardised laboratory conditions which are (where
applicable) conducted in accordance with ADR 81/02. The figures stated are for the purposes of comparison amongst vehicles tested under the same technical procedures only.
Real world figures (particularly acceleration, fuel consumption and emission figures) may vary and are influenced by many additional factors such as, fuel quality,
individual driving style, load, traffic, environmental and road conditions, ambient temperatures and vehicle condition.

AMG high-performance ceramic composite braking system optionally avaliable

Rear axle, Adaptive damping suspension delivers adjustable comfort and sports suspension profiles

